EMPOWERMENT THROUGH KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS
Globalstat - The new Database on Developments in a Globalised World
Statistical data guide the measurement of our societies, support policy making, and empower people through knowledge.
Statistics are key independent sources of information and play an increasingly vital role in many domains of our political
and societal life. Therefore, easy access to statistical data is decisive, especially in times in which information sources
multiply at a speed that is hardly traceable by the individual.
GlobalStat, the new Database on Developments in a Globalised World, directly responds to this demand. It is a
public information tool for users around the world. All data and metadata are freely accessible for personal information
purposes and research.
Accounting for the multi-dimensional nature of globalisation and sustainable development, GlobalStat adopts a ‘beyond
GDP’ approach to the collection of data and focuses on different aspects of the performance of nations. As the gateway
to developments in a globalised world its ultimate aim is to provide information about the way human beings live, the
freedoms they enjoy and the limitations they face.
GlobalStat is easily accessible, intuitive to use, and free of charge. In just three clicks it offers data from 1960 onwards
for 193 UN countries gathered from over 80 international sources. It currently contains over 500 indicators and is
designed to grow over time. It is structured in 12 thematic areas (such as Economic Development & Trade; Environment;
Food, Agriculture & Fisheries; Human Mobility) and 3 horizontal areas which offer insight into cross-cutting aspects of
sustainable livelihood, human well-being and quality of life.
GlobalStat combines the expertise of the European University Institute’s Global Governance Programme (Italy) and
the Francisco Manuel dos Santos Foundation (Portugal). It was launched in May 2015 within the framework of the 5th
edition of The State of the Union at the European University Institute in Florence. Ever since, the project has established
collaboration links with new partners, such as the European Parliamentary Research Service (EPRS), and new datasources, like PEW Institute. GlobalStat’s partnership approach includes Knowledge, Strategic and Media Partnerships.
The expansion of the group of partners is a vital aspect of GlobalStat’s endeavour to empower people through the
promotion of knowledge on facts.
GlobalStat currently develops a broad range of dissemination and outreach activities and tools including GlobalStat
Factsheets on the new Sustainable Development Goals, GlobalStat Data Visualisations tools, GlobalStat Working Papers
presenting in-depth analysis of global trends, the GlobalStat Twitter Account tweeting on a daily basis as well as an
envisaged regular Contemporary Trends Conference including practitioners, academics and stakeholders.
From 13 to 15 October 2015, GlobalStat will present its unique approach at the 5th OECD World Forum on Statistics,
Knowledge and Policy in Gualajara (Mexico) to draw attention to the need for publicly available statistical information
tools, for well-designed measures, as well as for targeted policies for well-being and progress.

MEET THE TEAM AT GLOBALSTAT’S STAND IN THE OECD FORUM’S EXHIBITION AREA

CHECK OUT
GlobalStat Website: www.globalstat.eu
GlobalStat project information: http://globalgovernanceprogramme.eui.eu/globalisation-database/
GlobalStat Factsheet: http://globalgovernanceprogramme.eui.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/GlobalStat_FactsheetWEB.pdf
GlobalStat Full Introductory Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZeQKa5n5vDs&width=700&height=394
Official launch of GlobalStat: https://youtu.be/WL2mWrZMlkE
Interview with Dr. Gaby Umbach, Founding Director, GlobalStat: https://youtu.be/Qin0M0CGl0E

WANT TO BECOME A GLOBALSTAT PARTNER?
Get in touch with GlobalStat’s Founding Director, Dr. Gaby Umbach ( gaby.umbach@eui.eu ).
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